The mobile citizen service is coming soon!

On September 23rd, 2019 the mobile citizen service will come to the UFZ

You have the chance to do your registration/deregistration directly here at UFZ and some other services, too. Please, register for an appointment at: marie-luise.hahn@leipzig.de

Your contact in your municipality

Leipzig City Administration
Public order office
Registration, passport and personal ID card authority
Postal address: 04092 Leipzig
Address: Prager Straße 136, 04317 Leipzig
Telephone: 0341 123-8436
Fax: 0341 123-8435
Email: melde-pass@leipzig.de
Internet: www.leipzig.de/ausweis

Mobile citizen services in Leipzig

... will come to the UFZ! on September 23rd, 2019: "Warze" (near Canteen), starting at 9:30 am
Modern Saxony: Leipzig is doing its part!

We perform the following services for you in a people-oriented manner and independent of location:

- Relocation bonus for students
  - Issuing and accepting applications

- Resident registration matters
  - Registering, unregistering or changing residential address
  - Issuing registration and resident certificates
  - Providing information from the register of residents
  - Entering transmission lockouts in the register of residents

- Documentation matters
  - Apply for a personal ID card
  - Apply for a passport/express passport
  - Apply for a release from the requirement to have a personal ID card

Dear citizens!

With the „Bürgerkoffer“ (citizens' suitcase), the city administration of Leipzig wants to make it easier for people arriving in Leipzig, a center of business and science. It will also be utilized in facilities by elderly persons and people with disabilities, physical or mobility limitations. Thus the City of Leipzig is expanding its services on site. Since 1999, citizens' services offices have been available, close to home, for handling many administrative services (www.leipzig.de/buergeramt).

Mobile citizens' services: The department office, directly on site

With this new citizens' service, the administration can offer you its services flexibly and in a people-oriented manner at different locations outside the official office. The future plan is to also utilize the „Bürgerkoffer“ for other services of the City of Leipzig public order office.

The department in one „suitcase“

The core of the mobile citizens' services is the „Bürgerkoffer“. With its support, our employees can process administrative matters for a variety of different living situations.